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STORA

The flatpack Stora
system can be easily
adapted in the office

Division Valentin Faure & Simon Rimaz

Matthieu Girel makes storage sexy. The designer and cofounder of Lausanne co-working
hub Hyperespace – a background
that has helped him to understand
the complexity of office spaces –
showcased his shelving system
concept Stora in Milan.
A multi-functional system envisioned from the shelving found at
libraries and grocery markets,
Stora presents easy assembly
with only one hex key tool and
offers a variety of combinations
and applications.
For professional or domestic
use, the system can furnish anything from a retail shop to an office
to a living room. Users can easily
adapt its dismountable tubular
structures and reversible folded
steel panels according to need or
disassemble the unit completely,
to suit nomadic lifestyles.
Girel says: “Offering a flat-pack
furniture system is easy to assemble
and should no longer be reserved
for mass production and low-range
furniture. It should not be seen as
a cheap alternative but as a way to
reduce our impact on the planet.”

Jonas Racine

JURATUF

Designflex looks and
feels like stone but is
light and flexible

Blacksmith and ECAL graduate
Bertille Laguet presented Juratuf,
her first series of metallic structured coffee tables, in Milan.
Mixing traditional craftsmanship with contemporary design,
these cleverly display her research
into Designflex, a material not previously used for furniture.
“The research was about understanding what the advantages of
this new material are and to use the
material in a better way to respect
it,” explains Laguet, who won a
Swiss Design Award in 2017.
Combining layers of cotton fibre
and acetate with real stone in a
1.5mm thick sheet, it offers tactility
while remaining light and flexible.
“Those tables give you a piece
of nature; you see and touch a real
stone,” says Laguet.

